Abstract. Sorted circles emerge as self-organized patterns from a laterally uniform active layer that becomes laterally sorted as frost heave deforms the interface between a stone layer and an underlying soil layer. In a three-dimensional, cellular model of the active layer, cyclic freezing and thawing drives transport of stone and soil particles by (1) addition of ice particles representing soil expansion by frost heave, (2) removal of ice particles representing soil consolidation during thawing, (3) addition of void particles (a discrete abstraction of soil compressibility) representing soil expansion by water absorption, (4) removal of void particles representing compaction and desiccation of underlying soil by frost heave, (5) Further development of soil plugs and sorted circles is determined by an interplay between this positive feedback and amplitude dependent negative feedbacks that result from decoupling of the freezing front from the stone-soil interface. Parameters outside the range in which sorted circles form can result, for example, in stone islands and labyrinthine patterns. The initial wavelength of perturbations on the stone-soil interface is accurately predicted using a linear stability analysis, but increase in this wavelength through time reflects the nonlinearities that control the spacing of soil plugs and sorted circles, namely, interactions and mergers between neighboring forms.
face morphology, surface soil motion, and the assumption that soil volume is conserved [Hallet and Prestrud, 1986 ], but no direct measurements are available. This inference is supported by tilt measurements from within a sorted circle soil domain that record substantial yearly subsurf.ace rotational motion [Hallet, 1998] . A soil domain circulation period of 500 years has been estimated for a sorted circle in western Spitsbergen with a 3 m wide, I m thick soil domain [Hallet et al., 1988] .' Cyclic fleezing and thawing drives processes that transport stones, soil, and water in the active layer, resulting in the development of sorted circles. During winter, a fleezing front descends from the ground surface with a velocity dependent on the thermal properties and configuration of stones and soil in the active layer. Measurements of temperature within a sorted circle during fleezing indicate faster fleezing front propagation in the stone domain than in the soil domain [Schmertmann and Taylor, 1965] . Freezing of fine-grained soils impels moisture migration to the fleezing front, resulting in expansion where water freezes, termed frost heave, and contraction where soils are desiccated by water withdrawal [Taber, 1929] . During thaw, ice-rich soils compact by expelling excess water and desiccated soils expand by absorbing water. Soil expansion is also caused by frost heave in still frozen underlying soils as water released by melting percolates downward [Mackay, 1980] .
Percolating water entrains soil particles and transports
them downward through pores betxveen stones to the base of stone regions with untilled pores, a process termed soil illuviation [ Corte, 1966; Forman and Miller, 1984; Washburn, 1997] . Surface gradients generated by the subsurface redistribution of stones and soil by freezing and thawing cause downslope soil creep [Hallet and Prestrud, 1986; Hallet et al., 1988] . Sorting in the active layer arises from the dependence of these transport processes on the thermal and hydrological differences between stones and soil, resulting in laterally and vertically nonuniform stone and soil displacements [Taber, 1929; Corte, 1961; .
Several environmental conditions are common to locations where sorted circles are found. First, the surface layer experiences cycles of annual fleezing and thawing. Second, soil with volumetric fractions of frostsusceptible fine material in the range 12-42% is present in the active layer for all types of sorted patterned ground [Goldthwait, 1976] . Third, water remains near the ground surface during fleezing because underlying permafrost inhibits drainage and the high-fine-content soils retain water. Fourth, air temperatures only moderately below 0øC during fleezing cause the active layer to freeze slowly (over a period of several weeks to months), resulting in substantial frost heave [Hallet and Prestrud, 1986; Hallet, 1998 ]. Layering can arise directly from sorting inherent in the depositional processes that produced the soil (e.g., beach deposits and differential weathering) or from active layer processes, such as illuviation and frost-heavedriven stone uplift, operating on an initially mixed soil [Washburn, 1997] These mechanisms are related to sorted circle formation with the assumption that diapiric soil plugs are a precursor to well-developed sorted circles. One mechanism proposed for the maintenance of fully developed sorted circles is convection of soil owing to decreasing soil density with depth. This density inversion is hypothesized to be caused by compaction during thaw that starts at the ground surface and descends through the active layer (Mortensen [1932] referenced by Washburn [1956] [see also Hallet and Prestrud, 1986] ). However, measured soil density gradients are below the predicted value necessary to initiate soil convection [Hallet and Waddington, 1991] . In a second mechanism, frost heave at inclined freezing fronts maintains sorted circles because stones move upward toward a descending fleezing front but fine-grained particles are expelled downward away from the fleezing front [Nicholson, 1976] . In a third mechanism, first proposed for earth hummocks [Mackay, 1979 [Mackay, , 1980 and later extended to sorted circles [Washburn, 1997] , frost heave at a descending freezing front desiccates and compacts the soil domain, followed by vertical soil expansion during thaw and inward soil transport along a concave upward thaw front. The second and third mechanisms are incomplete in that they postulate but do not produce an initial fleezing front or thawing front inclination [Washburn, 1997] .
Many of the proposed mechanisms have not been modeled physically, analytically, or numerically. None of the models or mechanisms treat sorted circles from inception to fully developed forms. The predictive capacity of individual models is limited because of the small range of behavior to which they are applicable and because the consistency between models for different aspects of sorted circles has not been explored.
New Approach
Here we present a numerical model for sorted circle initiation, formation, and maintenance based on a set of hypothesized simplifications of the interactions between lateral sorting, freezing front inclination, and transport of stones and soil in an active layer undergoing repeated freezing and tha•ving. The approach underlying this model relies on two key assumptions. First, sorted circles emerge owing to self-organization, the development of global order from local interactions [Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977] , implying that mechanisms in the model need not reflect the form or scale of the patterns, which emerge spontaneously. The initiation and stabilization of self-organized patterns are dependent only on the general nature of positive and negative feedbacks acting locally. Second, it is assumed that many of the details of heat flow and stone, soil and water transport processes need not be included in a model for sorted circles. This insensitivity to detail stems from a robust property of nonlinear, dissipative systems: the loss of information associated with dissipation results in only some aspects of fast, small-scale processes contributing to .the dynamics of slower-evolving, larger-scale patterns that emerge [Werner, 1995 [Werner, , 1999 .
Conceptual Model
In our conceptual model, sorted circles evolve within an active layer that is forced by an annual cycle of freezing and thawing. The ground surface and the surface of the underlying permafrost constitute the boundaries of the active layer. Heat flow through the ground surface and flow of water into or out of the active layer are the primary interactions between the active layer system and the external environment. Active layer processes act on stones and soil differently because of their differing thermal and hydrological properties. Soil retains water, releases latent heat during fleezing, enables frost heave, compacts when desiccated or compressed, creeps down low slopes, sifts downward through the pores between stones, and expands upon absorption of water.
Stones exhibit none of these behaviors. Sorted circles emerge because of feedbacks between the configuration of stones and soil in the active layer and the transport resulting from active layer processes acting on that configuration.
Processes
Frost heave is the primary transport process in our conceptual model for sorted circle formation. Soil expansion at the fleezing front, by ice growth, and contraction of the underlying unfrozen soil, by compaction and desiccation, result in subsurface transport away from the freezing front. The freezing front moves downward from the ground surface at a rate determined by heat conduction and the release of latent heat when water freezes. Where stones and soil form distinct domains separated by a well-defined interface, with stones overlying soil, the morphology of the freezing front approximates the stone-soil interface because the fleezing front moves rapidly through dry stones but more slowly through wet soil. Frost heave pushes upward, displacing stones and soil, and deforming the ground surface. In addition, frost heave and frost-heave-induced desiccation displace soil downward, compacting soil well below the stone-soil interface. Frost heave primarily induces soil expansion near the top of the soil layer because of the limited supply of water available for ice formation, limited soil compressibility, and increasing overburden with depth. Gravity drives three relaxation phenomena: compaction during thaw, soil illuviation, and downslope surface transport. Thawing, ice-rich soils expel water and compact vertically under the overburden. A distinct interface between stone and soil domains is maintained by illuviation, soil sifting downward through the pores between stones. On the ground surface, soil creeps downslope, and gradients within the stone domain relax (stone particles avalanche) when the surface slope exceeds the angle of repose.
During thawing, compressed and desiccated soil expands by absorption of downward percolating water. In the conceptual model, the initial configuration of the active layer is a uniform layer of mixed stones and soil underlying a uniform layer of stones devoid of soil. 
Numerical Model
This conceptual model for sorted circles is encoded .nto a three-dimensional cellular computer model that simulates the annual freeze-thaw cycle of an active layer. the simulated active layer is bounded by a rigid plane lower surface, a mechanically free upper surface, and periodic lateral boundaries.
Four types of particles occupy the cells representing the active layer: stone, soil, ice, and void. These particles move as indivisible units. Ice particles and void particles occupy an entire cell. Stone and soil particles each fill 50% of the volume of a cell. Because small grain-size soil particles can fit in the pore space of cells containing large grain-size stone particles, a cell can contain either one stone particle, one stone particle and one soil particle, or two soil particles, but not two stone particles. Stone particles represent either one or many stones that move as a unit. Void particles do not represent pores in soil; rather, void particles are a discrete representation of soil compressibility (given stresses from a typical freeze-thaw cycle). Cells containing one stone particle and one soil particle will be termed soil cells because in the simulations presented here (excepting section 4.4), all cells containing a soil particle also contain a stone particle (i.e., no cells contain two soil particles). The corresponding volumetric fraction of stones in soil domains, 0.5, is comparable to the value measured from a sorted circle in western Spitsbergen, 0.31 [Prestrud, 1987] . The numbers of stone and soil particles are conserved. Cells are half as high as they are wide to enhance vertical resolution while maintaining computational performance.
The thermal and hydrological properties of soil particles differ from those of stone particles. During fleezing, the water content of soil particles, which determines the latent heat but does not constrain ice particle formation, is assumed to be a fraction w of the soil particle volume. Stone particles do not contain water. During freezing, ice particles can form in soil cells but not stone cells. Soil particles sift through the pore space of stone cells and creep downslope at the ground surface. Stone particles at the ground surface avalanche only when gradients exceed a specified angle of repose.
Void particles and ice particles are created and destroyed during the yearly freeze-thaw cycle. Void particles form within soil domains and render the simulated active layer compressible. The volume of void particles divided by the volume of soil particles (the volume of a soil particle is half the volume of a cell) is equivalent to the soil compressibility C. The formation of ice particles simulates the expansion of soil by frost heave.
Freeze-Thaw Cycle
In the numerical model, a freeze-thaw cycle is represented by a sequence of steps corresponding to the physical processes of the conceptual model. When the fleezing front exits a cell containing a soil particle ("t" in Figure 3a) , a test for formation of an ice particle in that cell is conducted. An ice particle Displacements toward the ground surface follow a path that is a weighted average of the unit vector normal to the freezing front at the ice particle and the unit vector pointing from each displaced cell in the path to the nearest empty cell above the ground surface. The weights are proportional to the inverse distances from the displaced cell to the ice particle and from the displaced cell to the ground surface, respectively. This path of displacements starts out perpendicular to the freezing front, then bends toward the ground surface. Displacements toward a void particle follow a straight line from the ice particle to the void particle. This algorithm for ice formation and particle displacement abstracts the complicated processes of frost heave, compaction, desiccation, granular shear, stone soil frozen soil ice ll void From an initially horizontal stone-soil interface (Figure 4a) , coherent distortions of the interface much larger than the cell size develop in the first few freeze-thaw cycles. Between I and 200 freeze-thaw cycles, the peak wavelength in these perturbations, measured from a radial power spectrum (a two-dimensional power spectrum that has been averaged over angle for each radial wavenumber), increases from •0.7 to •3 m ( Figure 5 ).
Between 200 and 600 freeze-thaw cycles, discrete soil plugs emerge and expand toward the surface by collecting soil from the surrounding soil layer and through mergers with neighboring soil plugs (Figures 4b and 6 ).
Between 500 and 700 freeze-thaw cycles, sorted circles emerge (Figures 4b and 4c) . After soil domains contact the ground surface, they continue to expand rapidly over .-•500 freeze-thaw cycles (Figures 4b-4e and 7) until the underlying soil layer is depleted (Figure 4e 4.2.1. Initial spacing. In the reference model, soil plugs form as isolated features in a manner that depends primarily on the initial thicknesses of the stone and soil layers, hstone and hsoil, and on the distance at which the probability of an ice particle displacing soil to a void cell falls to zero, dr. If the soil layer thickness is less than -•40% of the active layer thickness, the initial spacing between sorted circles equals the spacing between soil plugs. If the thickness of the soil layer is greater then -•40% of active layer thickness, soil plugs form faster and closer together, evolving into circular, elongate, and labyrinthine patterns (Figure 10 ), primarily through mergers between neighboring soil domains. In this case, spacing depends in a complicated manner on parameters.
The initial spacing between soil plugs, estimated from the peak of the radial power spectrum of the stone-soil interface height, increases as dv increases (Figure 11a) . ogy decouples from the stone-soil interface morphology, and the soil plug freezes earlier and with greater frost heave than the surrounding region. As a result, the soil is displaced away from the soil plug, leading to its collapse.
Upfreezing
Under repeated freezing and thawing, isolated stones migrate upward through the soil column and perpendicular to the freezing front a distance proportional to the strain induced in the surrounding soil by frost heave . Upfreezing of stones has been hypothesized to be a contributing mechanism to the formation of sorted circles [Washburn, 1956 [Washburn, , 1997 , but the rate of upfreezing and the depth to which it operates, as measured in laboratory experiments, might be insufficient to produce the initial conditions of a substantial soil-free stone layer overlying a soil layer and to maintain the well-defined stone-soil interface found in sorted circles [Prestrud, 1987] . In the model, the initial condition of stones overlying soil and the well-defined stone-soil interface result from soil illuviation, which is assumed to operate efficiently to the base of the active layer. To test the influence of upfreezing, in lieu of illuviation, the model was modified so that (in place of the illuviation step) the contents of a cell containing a stone particle is exchanged with the contents of the cell above with a probability that is proportional to the volumetric fraction of ice in the surrounding 3 
Pattern initiation.
In the model, sorted circles initiate through an instability in the stone-soil interface caused by frost heave. Positive perturbations in the interface grow because more soil is transported into a soil column below a perturbation by ice formation in adjacent regions than is transported to adjacent regions from ice formation within the soil column. This imbalance depends on two robust properties of the model: (1) the number of ice particles formed in a soil column (i.e., the number of transport events away from that column) is roughly uniform, irrespective of stone-soil interface morphology (Figure 15a) , because the freezing front mimics this interface for small-amplitude perturbations, and (2) the number of void particles in a soil column below a perturbation (i.e., the number of transport events into that column) is greater than the number of void particles in adjacent columns ( Figure  15b ) because the number of void particles emplaced in a column is proportional to the soil column height (i.e., uniform distribution of void particles). This positive feedback, in which frost heave transports soil laterally toward soil-rich regions, is not reversed during thaw because consolidation of soil by removal of ice particles and expansion of soil by addition of void particles both displace soil vertically (owing to lateral confinement). In natural active layers, frost heave might be limited by water availability, soil compressibility, or some combination of the two. Because of the prominent role frost heave plays in sorted circle formation a more complete treatment of water and soil compressibility would significantly improve the delineation of the physical parameters controlling the occurrence and properties of sorted circles. Similarly, the physical process underlying soil expansion during thaw could be treated more accurately with regard to the spatial distribution and the numerical value of C if the relative roles of water absorption and frost heave could be ascertained. Finally, vertical sorting between stone and soil domains is a critical process in sorted circle formation. In the model, illuviation transports soil to the base of the stone layer within one freeze-thaw cycle. Determining the contributions of soil illuviation and upfreezing to sorting and testing the assumption of rapid soil illuviation, through further modeling and measurements, could help to constrain the predicted conditions under which and the speed with which sorted circles form.
Consequently
In the model, sorted circle formation, size, and spacing are strongly dependent on the parameter dr. However, this parameter does not correspond clearly with an identified property of soils, nor has the functional dependence of ice formation on d•, been modeled or n•easured. In the model, soil displacements in sorted circlt•s are coherent over a distance dr, which is typically 25-50% of the soil domain diameter. Furtl•er progress ot• modeling sorted circles will require determining how ice lenses forming within a freezing front coherently displace soil over this range, perhaps using a model for stresses and strains within a partially frozen, partially saturated heterogeneous soil.
Because displacement paths of neighboring ice particles are determined sequentially and individually, tl•e model introduces small-scale rando•nness and mixing that are not expected to be present in natural active layers, where frost-heave-induced displacements should be more coherent. Consequently, comparison between particle velocities in the model and measurements from natural sorted circles has required averaging over many simulations with different sequences of random numbers. Further and better comparisons might be facilitated by a model in which correlation of displacements is enforced.
In addition to exploring the range of conditions under which sorted circles form and are stable, variation of model parameters has indicated that a broader range of sorted patterns (i.e, labyrinthine sorted features, stone islands, and downward stone plugs) might be formed by these processes under different conditions, such as high volumetric fractions of soil, small d, low volumetric water fractions w, or an upward propagating freezing front. Moreover, a range of sorted patterns found in natural active layers do not occur in the model, including sorted polygons. Progress and insights into which mechanisms and parameters underlie the transition between patterns could be gained from further exploration of this model and by developing models with additional or differing active layer processes.
Conclusions
Numerous hypotheses for the initiation, development, and long-term maintenance of sorted circles have been proposed; however, most of these hypotheses have not been modeled in sufficient detail that differing mechanisms can be compared. We have presented a numerical model for all stages of sorted circle development, in which freezing front propagation, frost heave, soil illuviation, surface creep, compaction during thawing, and soil expansion by water absorption act to transport stones and soil in a simulated active layer during an annual freeze-thaw cycle.
Many of the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of sorted circles are reproduced: (1) •3 m wide convex circular soil domains, which emerge from a laterally uniform active layer after several hundred freezethaw cycles, (2) an encircling 0.5-1.0 m raised annulus of stones, and (3) coherent circulation in both stone and soil domains, with period -•750 years in the soil domain.
